
More than 100 million people go through Starbucks’ doors each week, the physical locations 
of each cafe are an irreplaceable part of their communities. So how does Starbucks innovate 
while staying true to their brand?  

NRF 2020: GEOMETRY GUIDE TO 
THE TRENDS LEADING BIG RETAIL 

https://www.geometry.com/

New Types of Commerce 
Will Proliferate 
There was a great panel discussion with three 
commerce disruptors - Poshmark (Social Selling), 
Le Tote (recommerce) and StockX (Bidding 
Marketplace). These are a new generation of 
retailers with business models that place human 
needs at their core. New forms of commerce have 
been exploding and disrupting most categories (e.g. 
Dirty Lemon’s “Conversational Commerce.”) These 
are great examples of how commerce and culture 
continue to blend more and more seamlessly. In the 
words of Scott Cutler, CEO, StockX, “Commerce is 
just access.”  

WHY THIS MATTERS? By injecting cultural  
and human insights to commerce, the arena has  
the potential to become the ultimate canvas for  
creativity. Rather than focus solely on traditional  
models of commerce, brands and retailers should  
look towards how cultures are evolving to better  
adapt and minimize future disruptions to their  
businesses. 2020 should be the year of  
experimentation and harvesting learnings for  
the future.

Companies like HighJump are providing  
retailers with the connected, automated supply 
chain of the future to conquer complexity and  
deliver upon ever heightening consumer 
expectations. They are integrating their own  
proven solutions for warehouse, transportation  
and logistics ecosystems with emerging 
technologies to build a new type of supply chain, 
offering everything from voice directed  
warehouses to robotics solutions.

Supply Chain Moves Front and Center 
One of the key differentiators this year was the array of supply chain and logistics providers available.  
In previous years, omnichannel supply chain management lived in the dark alleys of NRF. This year, 
however, both startups and large-scale providers are addressing the challenges brought on by 
eCommerce, by designing simplified experiences for both retailers and brands. Consumer demands for 
purchasing convenience, cost, delivery speed and choice are rising. This requires closer cooperation 
between retailers and third-party logistics (3PL) and intensified collaboration with brick and mortar 
operations. This solidifies the now critical role that an integrated supply chain and payment ecosystem 
plays for retailers.  It’s no longer enough to fulfill demand – great retailers must anticipate it, predict it and 
make smarter, faster decisions.

WHY THIS MATTERS: As we work with brands,  
the importance of aligning portfolio, packaging  
and media investment to the diversity in fulfillment,  
is critical to their long-term success.

The Omni-Channel  
Journey 
Increasingly, shoppers are not blurring but erasing  
commerce lines. Erik Nordstrom (Co-President,  
Nordstrom Inc.) said it best: “I’ve never had a  
customer talk to me about channels.” They don’t  
think in terms of channel but rather, “what works  
best for me right now”. Nordstrom stated that half  
of their shopper journeys start on-line and end  
in-store. The seamless experience comes in  
delivering continuity and convenient payment  
options regardless of where or how the  
customer is shopping.

 
Today, customers expect retailers to meet them on their journey, wherever they happen to be, at any  
moment in time. They don’t think in terms of shopping by channel, they simply expect a seamless  
omni-channel experience. The winners are not going to just meet these expectations but exceed them. 

WHY THIS MATTERS: We can no longer think  
of in-store as different from online. It all starts at 
retail, determining how to use effectively all  
channels, end to end, to meet the expectations  
of consumers. Brands must be driven by the  
omni-channel commerce proposition to erase  
the lines and enable consumers to move  
seamlessly from awareness to purchase, across 
channels and devices without cross-functional, 
organizational limitations.

Technology Provides 
Retailers with All New 
Customer Insights
Data is shaping the economy and future of retail 
with 40 terabytes of data collected hourly from 
retail according to Satya Nadella, CEO, Microsoft  
keynote. As he put it, retail has an imperative 
to begin to “shape economies and society via 
intelligent retail,” encouraging companies to 
build technology to serve the customer across 
all systems. Many smaller providers at NRF 
were focused on technology that helps to 
better understand physical navigation patterns, 
improved planogramming and provided new 
approaches to connected customer engagement. 
Canadian analytics company Prodco provides 
detailed customer analytics for stores by closely tracking in-store traffic – they look at things like the 
gender breakdown in-store, customer height range, customer routes taken in-store, interpreting facial 
sentiment and more.

WHY THIS MATTERS? The flow between on  
and offline really brings to life a unified commerce 
engine that connects data across all systems to  
drive consumer experiences. By helping brands 
leverage data that stems from physical  
experiences, we can be powerful partners in 
supporting their holistic presence and take  
actions must faster from the full end-to-end journey.

Sustainability in Retail
There was a clear emerging trend around 
responsible/conscious consumption. The  
recommerce market is growing at double digit  
rates. The second-hand apparel market is  
expected to double in three years. At the same  
time, consumers are being increasingly mindful of 
sustainability initiatives and the environment.  
While sustainability has a strong anchor in food,  
the sentimental spill-over to the apparel space  
with recommerce is something to watch;  
especially as younger Millennials and Gen Z,  
who lead in this trend, come into full buying  
power. Patagonia is ahead of this trend already,  
having launched its own recommerce unit,  
WornWell, in 2017. Microsoft expressed their 
commitment to lead big environmental change by  
using the best AI and data, partnering with citizen scientists all over the world on large scale 
environmental improvement projects. H&M discussed the power data and analytics can have to help 
create the most ethical and transparent supply chains.

WHY THIS MATTERS: Sustainability is no 
longer a trend brands can ignore —  consumers 
are becoming more invested in brands that 
have made their supply chains smarter and 
responsible consumption attainable.

Caring for the Consumer  
Kevin Johnson, CEO, Starbucks, 
Focuses the Tone of the Show

Kevin Johnson’s keynote “Nurturing Humanity”  
was an inspiring way to highlight the core of what  
NRF is all about and underpinned the overarching 
driver of today’s unified retail evolution  “People  
First”. Enabled through its own artificial intelligence 
program “Deep Brew” Starbucks’ harnesses deep 
customer insights to drive its decision making across 
multi-channels to enhance consumers’ daily experience with the retailer. As he profoundly put it, “it’s 
about boldly reinventing the future but never at the sacrifice of the experience.” 

NRF 2020 The National Retail Federation Expo, held in NYC, explored what the coming year holds  
for the future of commerce, and how retailers and marketers can prepare for those changing expectations. 
Geometry is here to highlight the biggest trends at the show.

Experience, Personalization and Emotion
Savvy customers don’t ‘shop’, they experience. Everything is an experience, from the initial Google  
search to final consumption. More and more, customers are looking for an experience that makes them 
feel like they have a 1/1 relationship with a brand or store.

WHY THIS MATTERS: While establishing  
technology-enabled commerce, we cannot forget  
about the human or the human heart. Experiences  
and personalization can’t just be about selling, it  
has to build an emotional connection that  
transcends the physical barriers of retail and the  
mass anonymity of online shopping. The outcome  
we are driving with data is insight, predicting a  
solution that elevates the commerce experience  
with the brand as the savior.

One way brands are delivering on this is through  
emotion, personalization and micro experiences  
that touch the human spirit (Under Armor),  
deliver relevant content that makes lives easier  
(Dry Bar) and personalized experiences that  
unleash the imagination (American Girl).  
Nordstrom put a bar (drinks) in the shoe  
department of their NYC flagship store, citing  
delivering an engaging experience was more  
relevant for NYC than any other market.  
Companies like Peloton and Casper are betting  
big on winning consumers through making  
expensive consumer products accessible,  
reducing barriers to entry through payment  
programs and risk-free trials while also investing  
in brick and mortar “experience centers”, allowing  
customers that want to touch and feel before 

purchasing to walk in, try and buy the product. Experience and personalization can tap into an emotional 
space that can build a life-long customer. Pinterest put it best: “we no longer live in a transactional economy, 
but an empathetic economy”.

1. Understanding & appealing to different usage 
occasions: Mobility delivers against on the go 
occasions where customers frictionlessly pre-
order through the Starbucks app, while the 
experience within the brick and mortar shops’ 
 

appeal to customers when they want to connect 
and just hang.

2. The role of the Barista: AI robots and their “Deep 
Brew” initiative frees up Barista time, allowing them 
to better engage customers in conversation, have 
more eye contact (vs. typing in an order), etc. 

WHY THIS MATTERS? Data and technology-
driven commerce experiences need to be 
designed with the goal of enhancing humanity, 
not replacing it. In doing so, brands and retailers 
have an imperative to positively transform 
businesses and lives. Today, people decide 
where, when and how they buy; evolving 

commerce to mean more than a simple transaction. How brands and retailers address this human need 
will elevate commerce as a medium to both build equity and deliver conversion in moments that matter.


